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Discussion Document

 

Identifying and defining what it is an archive does in the wider society and culture is not simple. The 

differing viewpoints listed here represent a diversity of views that the historian would surely wish to 

bear in mind. The ramifications of choosing, say, (2) over (3) are fairly profound. In any case, these 

viewpoints are more than capable of prompting constructive debate. 

What then is the archive? The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary offers this derivation: Archives 

(1603); from the French Archives, from the Latin archiva; and from the Greek archeia meaning: 

magisterial residence, public office. The word is defined, then, as a place in which public records are 

kept. The Petit Robert gives the following. Archives from the low Latin archivum; the Greek arkheion: 

that which is old. The definition is much as in the Shorter OED above. 

Irving Velody (1998) ‘The Archive and the Human Sciences: Notes towards a Theory of the Archive’, 

in History of the Human Sciences, vol. 11, no. 4, pp. 1–16. 

An archive is a repository – that is, a place or space in which materials of historic interest or social 

significance are stored and ordered. A national archive is the storing and ordering place of the 

collective memory of that nation or people(s) . . . who controls, establishes and maintains the 

archive, and how do they do so? Which materials are preserved in the archive and which are 

excluded? As the documents and artefacts selected for the archive are ordered and classified, how 

do the schemas and structures applied include, exclude, foreground or marginalize those materials? 

Finally, to what extent do the logical hierarchies for classification and arrangement reflect social and 

political hierarchies? 

Richard Harvey Brown and Beth Davis-Brown (1998) ‘The Making of Memory: The Politics of 

Archives, Libraries and Museums in the Construction of National Consciousness’, in History of the 

Human Sciences, vol. 11, no. 4, pp. 17–32. 

But what is the archive? The work from which I draw these reflections on the archive concerns the 

city as an arena of liberalism. It is about the city, and the meanings and use of space. Therefore the 

street is my archive, the built environment is my archive. However, I walk now in the city that I wish 

to describe then. The person who walks in this city now is also the boy who once walked in the city 

then, in this case London. The archive, in my case the library, and especially the public library, 

certainly archives the street and the built environment, but of course it does not exhaust their 

meaning, which is produced out of the experience of these things, an experience refracted through 

memory, not least memories of class. 
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Patrick Joyce (1999) ‘The Politics of the Liberal Archive’, in History of the Human Sciences, vol. 12, no. 

2, pp. 35–49. 

Surely, the storage and display of documents and other artefacts is not monopolized by the archive, 

and never has been. There have always been individuals who have spoken from outside such walls. 

But between these ‘free’ intellectuals and the knowledge workers who claim the titles of curator, 

archivist, librarian, or director that such institutions bestow, there runs a symbolic and material 

border, a line that divides the orthodox representatives of knowledge and memory from the non-

orthodox and unauthorised speakers. This distinction, this boundary between institutional and 

freelance representatives, is but one instance of the power that is structured in and through the 

official knowledge discourse of the archive. Walking around and reading the door-plates we realize 

that every activity is part of a department with its own pyramid of titles, powers, rights and duties. 

Richard Harvey Brown and Beth Davis-Brown (1998) ‘The Making of Memory: The Politics of 

Archives, Libraries and Museums in the Construction of National Consciousness’, in History of the 

Human Sciences, vol. 11, no. 4, pp. 17–32. 


